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Background: Despite growing evidence of the presence and clinical relevance of deficits in social cog-
nition in individuals with alcohol use disorder (AUD), less is known about the potential of “natural”
recovery with abstinence in this neurocognitive domain. This study investigated the abstinence-based
recovery of neurocognitive social abilities in alcohol-dependent patients (ADP) using a prospective longi-
tudinal design with follow-up assessment under controlled conditions of abstinence during alcohol
dependence inpatient treatment.

Methods: Seventy-seven participants (42 ADP and 35 healthy controls [HC]) performed social cog-
nition testing, including facial emotion recognition, perspective taking, and affective responsiveness
twice (baseline/T1 and follow-up/T2) during comparable follow-up periods. Assessment of social cogni-
tion in abstinent ADP was conducted at the beginning (T1; within the first 2 weeks) and at the end (T2;
within the last 2 weeks) of long-term (2 months) abstinence-oriented alcohol dependence inpatient
treatment. Only patients abstinent for >14 days (last heavy drinking day >21 days) at baseline (T1) and
who remained abstinent at follow-up (T2) were included.

Results: ADP, who on average were nearly 2 months abstinent at T1, showed poorer social cogni-
tion in all 3 areas (emotion recognition, perspective taking, and affective responsiveness) than HC.
There was no difference between groups on the change in performance over time, and group differences
(ADP vs. HC) remained significant at T2, indicating persistent social cognition deficits in ADP follow-
ing controlled abstinence during inpatient treatment.

Conclusions: Our findings indicate no natural recovery of social cognition impairments in ADP dur-
ing an intermediate to long-term period of abstinence (2+ months), the usual active treatment phase.
Research aimed at developing interventions that focus on the improvement of social cognition deficits
(e.g., social cognition training) and determining whether they benefit short- and long-term clinical out-
comes in AUD seems warranted.

Key Words: Alcohol Use Disorder, Social Cognition, Recovery, Emotion Recognition, Cognitive
Function.

ALCOHOLDEPENDENCE (AD), such as other severe
drug use disorders, previously has been defined as a

chronic, relapsing disease of the brain (e.g., Koob and
Volkow, 2016). In AD, compromised frontally based net-
works (frontolimbic, frontocerebellar, and frontostriatal) are
associated with a variety of mild-to-moderate cognitive defi-
cits (Le Berre et al., 2017; Maillard et al., 2020; Oscar-Berman
et al., 2014; Zahr et al., 2017). Cognitive deficits in AD most
prominently involve impairments in memory and executive
function/impulsivity (Crowe et al., 2020; Rupp et al., 2006;
Stavro et al., 2013), and increasingly have been affirmed to
play a critical role in poorer prognosis in this severe illness
with high rates of recidivism (Bates et al., 2013; Czapla et al.,
2015; Rolland et al., 2019; Rupp et al., 2016; Wilcox et al.,
2014). There is now rapidly emerging evidence that cognitive
deficits in alcohol use disorder (AUD) include social cogni-
tion (Bora and Zorlu, 2017; Le Berre, 2019; Maurage et al.,
2019), an important functional domain previously introduced
as 1 of 6 neurocognitive core domains for the major/mild
neurocognitive disorder diagnosis in DSM-5 (APA, 2013).

Alcohol-related deficits in social cognition in AUD (Bora
and Zorlu, 2017; Charlet et al., 2014; Freeman et al., 2018;
Townshend and Duka, 2003; Valmas et al., 2014) are mainly
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documented in the major subcategories facial emotion recog-
nition and theory of mind (TOM; Bora and Zorlu, 2017;
Maurage et al., 2019). Abilities such as facial emotion recogni-
tion (referring to the ability to identify and discriminate
between emotional states of others) and TOM (a more com-
plex aspect of social cognition, referring to the ability to infer
more complex mental states, i.e., intentions and beliefs of
others) are crucial for adaptive social interaction and function-
ing, and need to be considered in a clinical context (Le Berre,
2019; Le Berre et al., 2017; Maillard et al., 2020; Maurage
et al., 2019). Misinterpretations of emotional states of others,
for instance, have the potential to contribute to social difficul-
ties associated with alcohol use (Attwood and Munaf�o, 2014;
Maurage and Campanella, 2013; Maurage et al., 2011; Miller
et al., 2015; Thoma et al., 2013). Misunderstandings can result
in inappropriate reactions, contributing to social problems
and conflicts, and thereby raise social stress, which may
increase the likelihood of relapse. In line, Kornreich and col-
leagues (2002) observed that deficits in facial emotion recogni-
tion in AD are associated with interpersonal problems
(Hoffman et al., 2019). Recently, we found that poorer facial
emotion recognition in AD is predictive for less successful
treatment with regard to relapse and early dropout of treat-
ment (Rupp et al., 2017), further underpinning the clinical sig-
nificance of social cognition deficits (Campbell et al., 2018;
Foisy et al., 2007; Rolland et al., 2019). Hence, social cogni-
tion performance may aid in the early detection of individual
risk for poorer treatment prognosis and thus could serve as a
clinical biomarker. These deficits need interventions that aim
for improvement, such as neurocognitive rehabilitation ther-
apy using a patient-tailored approach (Campbell et al., 2018;
Le Berre, 2019; Maurage et al., 2019; Rolland et al., 2019;
Rupp et al., 2017). Inspired by the prospect to potentially
improve treatment outcome in AUD with respect to alcohol
relapse and psychosocial negative consequences through
improving cognitive function, past years witnessed emerging
innovative research on cognitive rehabilitation interventions
on other cognitive domains with promising results (Bates
et al., 2013; Rolland et al., 2019; Rupp et al., 2012; Verdejo-
Garcia et al., 2019). We are not aware of any neurocognitive
rehabilitation intervention study focusing specifically on the
improvement in social cognition in AUD (or other drug use
disorders), yet. However, as a first step, and before developing
new neurocognitive rehabilitation treatments to improve clini-
cally relevant social cognition deficits, it appears necessary to
first establish whether social cognition deficits are persistent
impairments, or whether these deficits show natural recovery
with abstinence in AUD (Schulte et al., 2014).
Research on recovery of social cognition in AUD is still in

its infancy. We are only aware of 2 longitudinal studies pro-
viding inconsistent findings in facial emotion recognition def-
icits. Using similar observation periods (after detoxification/
weeks 3 to 4 to 3 months of abstinence) in alcohol-dependent
patients (ADP) and including healthy controls (HC) in fol-
low-up assessments, Erol and colleagues (2017) reported
improvements, whereas Foisy and colleagues (2007) found

persistent deficits. A cross-sectional study comparing ADP
groups with 2 to 3 weeks and >2 months of abstinence
observed no group differences in poor emotion recognition
(Kornreich et al., 2001), and meta-analyses found compara-
ble deficits in emotion recognition and TOM in subgroups
of <2 and >2 months of abstinence (Bora and Zorlu, 2017).
Cognitive deficits in general may be most pronounced dur-

ing acute abstinence and may be difficult to distinguish from
the subacute pharmacological effects during the first 2 weeks
(Schulte et al., 2014). The likelihood of cognitive recovery fol-
lowing sustained abstinence from the intermediate-term (after
detoxification up to 2 months of abstinence) to the long-term
abstinence period (>2 months; Fein et al., 1990) is up to now
less clear (Le Berre et al., 2017; Schulte et al., 2014). Although
both neuropsychological and neuroimaging studies in AUD
evidence that abstinence is associated with improvements
(Charlet et al., 2018; Meyerhoff and Durrazo, 2020; Pitel
et al., 2009; Schulte et al., 2014), persistent deficits have been
reported particularly in verbal memory and executive func-
tion (e.g., Brandt et al., 1983; Crowe et al., 2020; Rupp et al.,
2006; Stavro et al., 2013). Current knowledge mainly derives
from research using a cross-sectional study design, for exam-
ple, comparing performance in different abstinent samples
(Crowe et al., 2020; Le Berre et al., 2017; Stavro et al., 2013).
Of the few longitudinal neurocognitive studies in AUD, many
lack a longitudinal design for both, patients and healthy con-
trol groups, and thus, practice effects (as a possible explana-
tion for “recovery” effects) cannot be excluded (Schulte et al.,
2014). Other factors associated with inconsistent findings and
suggested to possibly impact on cognitive recovery in AUD
have been discussed with recency and severity of drinking,
age (older age, earlier onset of regular drinking), gender differ-
ences, and smoking (Charlet et al., 2018; Durazzo and Meyer-
hoff, 2020; Maillard et al., 2020; Meyerhoff and Durrazo,
2020; Nguyen-Louie et al., 2017; Pitel et al., 2009), number of
prior detoxifications, and a positive family history (Charlet
et al., 2018; Loeber et al., 2010; Schulte et al., 2014).
Given the clinical impact of social cognition deficits, and

the parallel emerging of new treatments, a better understand-
ing of abstinence-related recovery or persistence during the
usual treatment period in AUD appears of direct clinical rel-
evance. The aim of the present prospective study was to
investigate whether deficits in social cognition show recovery
following controlled abstinence.

MATERIALS ANDMETHODS

Participants

Participants of this study (n = 77) included 42 nonamnesic and
nondemented alcohol-dependent inpatients (ADP) undergoing our
long-term (8-week) abstinence-based alcohol dependence inpatient
treatment at the Alcohol Dependence Treatment Unit of the Medi-
cal University Innsbruck, and 35 HC.

ADPs’ inclusion criteria were as follows: (i) current DSM-IV
diagnosis of alcohol dependence (Structured Clinical Interview
DSM-IV [SCID] disorders; Wittchen et al., 1997), (ii) age between
19 and 65 years, and (iii) a minimum duration of alcohol abstinence
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of at least >14 days, and last heavy drinking day (male: 60+ g,
female: 40+ g) at least of >3 weeks at the time of neuropsychologi-
cal baseline assessment (T1), which took place within the first
2 weeks of inpatient treatment. According to our study goal, (iv)
only abstinent ADP until the follow-up neuropsychological assess-
ment (NP; T2) at the end of inpatient treatment were included.
Exclusion criteria were (i) signs of psychotic symptoms and lifetime
psychotic disorders (DSM-IV, SCID), (ii) low level of premorbid
functioning including low formal education (<9 years) and an
IQ < 85, (iii) signs of dementia, a neurodegenerative process unre-
lated to alcohol, a history of traumatic brain injury with neurologi-
cal symptoms or a loss of consciousness (>5 minutes within the last
15 years), and a Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE)
score < 24, (iv) severe somatic disorders and physical handicaps,
and (v) an insufficient knowledge of the German language.

Thirty-five HC comparable in age, gender, education, and smok-
ing were recruited in the general population by word of mouth and
served as control group (see Table 1). In addition to the exclusion
criteria mentioned above, HC had to be free of current or past
DSM-IV mental disorder (SCID), including a history of alcohol or
any other drug use disorder (except smoking).

Sociodemographic and Clinical Measures

Medical and psychiatric history, sociodemographic, and drinking
characteristics of participants were evaluated using a semi-struc-
tured interview, and the SCID-I (DSM-IV). In patients, this was

supplemented by medical records, chart reviews, and regular labora-
tory (blood chemistry, liver function tests, urinalysis) monitoring.
Alcohol use in the 90 days before admission was quantified with the
Timeline Followback (Sobell and Sobell, 1992). Background basic
cognitive measures included the MMSE (German version by Kess-
ler et al., 1990), and the Mehrfachwahl–Wortschatz test (Lehrl,
2005), a multiple-choice vocabulary test designed to measure pre-
morbid (verbal) intelligence. Depressive symptoms and psychologi-
cal distress were assessed using the German versions of the Beck
Depression Inventory II (BDI II; Hautzinger et al., 2006) and the
Symptom Checklist-90-Revised (SCL-90-R; Franke, 2002). Patients
with first- or second-degree relatives with a definite alcohol problem
were coded as family history positive (FH+; Family Tree Question-
naire; Mann et al., 1985).

Neurocognitive Measures of Social cognition

We applied 3 social cognition tasks: emotion recognition, per-
spective taking, and affective responsiveness. All of the stimuli
depict basic emotions following the concept from Ekman (Ekman,
1992). Facial stimuli presented in the current tasks were selected
from a standardized stimulus set (Gur et al., 2002) and have been
validated prior to the study by 30 independent raters. Only stimuli
that were correctly identified by over 70% of the raters were
included. Similar versions of these tasks have been validated and
described in more detail in prior research investigating neural and

Table 1. Sociodemographic and Clinical Characteristics

Characteristics

Alcohol-dependent patients (ADP) Healthy controls (HC)

pMean SD % (N) Mean SD % (N)

Age, years 46.4 7.7 45.3 11.4 NS
Gender, female 31 (13) 43 (15) NS
Education level: without high-school graduation/with high-school
graduation/university

81 (34)/14
(6)/5 (2)

80 (28)/11
(4)/9 (3)

NS

Premorbid intelligence, MWT-B 103.4 11.4 107.4 11.4 NS
Mini-mental state examination, MMSE 28.2 1.1 29.5 0.7 <0.001
Days abstinent at neuropsychological assessment (NP) T1 54.6 31.9 / /
Days last heavy drinking (HD) at NP T1 61.9 29.2 / /
Time between NP T1 and T2, days 37.4 6.4 39.9 7.5 NS
HD days last year 224.8 113.7 / /
% HD days, TLFB (last 90 days before treatment entry) 31.4 24.8 / /
% abstinent days, TLFB (last 90 days before treatment entry) 67.0 25.0 / /
Drinking amount (g)/drinking day, TLFB (last 90 days before
treatment entry)a

151.8 83.8 / /

Age first sip of alcohol 13.2 4.2 / /
Age first intoxicationb 16.7 4.9 / /
Age of regular drinking onset (drinking at least once a week) 21.4 9.0
Age of regular HD onset (HD at least once a week) 25.9 11.9
Duration of alcohol dependence, years 10.7 9.0 / /
Smokers 91 (38) 91 (32) NS
Drug use (last 3 months): cannabis/stimulants/opioids 5 (2)/0 (0)/0 (0) 6 (2)/0 (0)/0

(0)
NS

Comorbidity—substance dependence (SCID/DSM-IV):
Alcohol and benzodiazepine (BZD) dependence/alcohol, BZD,
and cannabis dependence

12 (5)/2 (1) /

Depressive symptoms:
BDI II at NP T1 17.5 11.1 3.7 4.2 <0.001
BDI II at NP T2c 9.2 9.7 / /
Psychological distress
SCL-90-R (T score) at NP T1 59.2 9.0 44.3 7.2 <0.001
SCL-90-R (T score) at NP T2 52.7 10.8 / /
Comorbidity—mental illness (SCID/DSM-IV):
Depressive disorder/anxiety disorder 5 (2)/7 (3) /

NS, p-value > 0.05; MWT-B, Mehrfachwahl–Wortschatz test; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; TLFB, Timeline Followback; SCID, Structured
Clinical Interview DSM-IV disorders; BDI II, Beck Depression Inventory II; SCL-90-R, SymptomChecklist-90-Revised.

Information for aN = 35 patients (7 patients were already abstinent during this period), and is missing for b1 and c2 patients.
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behavioral differences in healthy women and men as well as other
mental disorders (e.g., Derntl et al., 2010, 2012; Peveretou et al.,
2020). Most recently and using the same set of tasks and items
administered in this study, we have further validated their clinical
relevance in ADP (Rupp et al., 2017).

Emotion Recognition. Thirty-six colored Caucasian facial identi-
ties depicting 5 basic emotions (happiness, sadness, anger, fear, and
disgust) and neutral expressions were randomly presented (6 stimuli
per condition). For emotion recognition, subjects were instructed to
choose the correct emotion by selecting from these 6 categories (see
Fig. 1 for examples of each task).

Perspective Taking. Participants viewed 36 pictures, each pre-
sented for 5 seconds, depicting scenes showing 2 Caucasians
involved in a social interaction, portraying the same 5 basic emo-
tions, and neutral scenes (6 stimuli per condition). The face of one
person was masked, and participants were asked to infer the corre-
sponding emotional expression of the masked face. Responses were
made by selecting between 2 different emotional facial expressions
or a neutral expression presented after each scene. One option was
correct, and the other was selected at random from all other choices.

Affective Responsiveness. Thirty-six short written sentences
describing real-life situations which are likely to induce basic emo-
tions (the same emotions as described above) and situations that
were emotionally neutral (6 stimuli per condition) were presented.
Participants were asked to imagine how they would feel if they were
experiencing those situations. Stimuli were presented for 5 seconds,
and response format was the same as for perspective taking, present-
ing 2 facial expressions, one showing the correct emotion (neutral
expression) and the other was chosen randomly from the other
expressions.

The presentation of images and recording of responses was
achieved using the Presentation© software package (Neurobehav-
ioral Systems, Inc., Albany, CA).

Procedure

Neuropsychological assessments (NPs) of social cognition abili-
ties in ADP were performed at the beginning of treatment within

the first 2 weeks (baseline/T1), and at the end, during the last
2 weeks (NP T2) of our long-term (8-week) abstinence-based alco-
hol dependence inpatient treatment at the Alcohol Dependence
Treatment Unit of the Medical University Innsbruck (see Fig. 2 for
a timeline of study procedures). Both assessments included the same
task stimuli and sequence (emotion recognition, perspective taking,
affective responsiveness). Our standard alcohol dependence treat-
ment (average duration of 7 to 9 weeks), following detoxification
conducted in a different unit of our clinic or elsewhere, is a highly
structured comprehensive program comprising psychiatric manage-
ment, cognitive behaviorally oriented individual and group therapy
focusing on enhancement of abstinence motivation, relapse preven-
tion, crisis management, relaxation techniques and skill training,
and occupational therapy, sports, and activity groups. During treat-
ment, patients were regularly screened for substance and alcohol use
by repeated urine and breath alcohol analysis as well as blood labo-
ratory tests (e.g., c-glutamyl transferase and carbohydrate-deficient
transferrin). Social cognition abilities were assessed in HC in the
same task sequence and an equivalent follow-up interval (see
Table 1). Written informed consent was obtained from participants
before participation. This study, as part of a larger study, was
approved by the ethics committee of the Medical University Inns-
bruck.

Statistical Analyses

Comparisons of groups (ADP vs. HC) with respect to sociode-
mographic and clinical characteristics were evaluated by t-tests, chi-
square test, and Fisher’s exact test, depending on the variable type.
Group differences regarding social cognition measures (emotion
recognition, perspective taking, and affective responsiveness) were
assessed by repeated-measures multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA) and by subsequent repeated-measures ANOVAs for
the individual measures. In these analyses, the variable time (T1 vs.
T2) served as the within-subjects factor and group as the between-
subjects factor. Nonnormally distributed variables of social cogni-
tion were subjected to an appropriate transformation prior to these
analyses (x?√{highest possible score � x}). Partial eta-squared (g2)
was calculated as a measure of effect size, making use of Cohen’s
convention for small, medium, and large effects (Cohen, 1988). They
were reported for group main effects and group 9 time

Social Cognition

Emotion 
Recognition

Emotional
Perspective

Taking
Affective

Responsiveness

Which emotion is depicted by 
the expression?

What emotional expression is hidden 
behind the mask?

How would you feel in this situation? 
Which emotional expression 

would you show?

Happy                                                                  
Sadness                                                              
Anger
Fear
Disgust
Neutral

You have lost a 
precious

memory object.

Fig. 1. Neurocognitive measures of social cognition.
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interactions, as we were interested in differences between ADP and
HC, and potential recovery in ADP.

To examine potential gender differences in recovery, gender was
added as a between-subjects factor to the repeated-measures MAN-
OVA in our complementary analysis.

In addition, to examine potential effects of psychological symp-
toms, age, abstinence, and other alcohol-related characteristics on
recovery (performance changes) in ADP, we performed correlation
analyses (Pearson’s r) of relative changes in social cognition (i.e., the
difference in performance between T2 and T1 divided by the perfor-
mance at T1 for each patient) with relative changes in psychological
distress (SCL-90-R), and depressive symptoms (BDI II; i.e., the dif-
ference between ratings at T2 and T1 divided by the rating at T1),
and with age and alcohol-related characteristics, including duration
of alcohol abstinence, duration of last heavy drinking (HD) day, %
HD days last 3 months before treatment, drinking amount (g)/
drinking day last 3 months, duration of alcohol dependence, and
age beginning with a regular HD drinking (at least once a week).

To assess the potential impact of repeated withdrawal from alco-
hol on recovery of social cognition impairment under controlled
abstinence, we compared the performance of ADP according to pre-
vious detoxifications using the same criterion as prior research in
other cognitive functions (e.g., Loeber et al., 2010) with patients
having had less than 2 detoxifications (Lo-Detox) and those with 2
or more previous detoxifications (Hi-Detox). Lastly, ADP were
compared according to their family history of alcohol (FH+ vs.
FH�). Due to unclear “possible” problems in relatives in 4 patients,
data analysis was performed with n = 38.

These complementary analyses following examinations of our
primary hypotheses mainly served to provide additional informa-
tion, which may be helpful in guiding future investigations.

RESULTS

Participants

ADP and HC were comparable with regard to age, educa-
tion, premorbid intelligence, gender, smoking, and follow-up
interval (see Table 1 for sociodemographic and clinical char-
acteristics). Consistent with the extant literature, ADP
reported significantly more depressive symptomatology
(BDI II), and less psychological well-being (SCL-90-R) than
HC at baseline (T1), but showed significant improvement
until follow-up at T2 (all ps < 0.001). In line, only very few
ADP had a mental comorbidity, and only 2 participants in
each group used a drug (cannabis) within the last 3 months
before T1 (last use HC > 1 month, ADP > 10 days).

Although groups differed significantly in the MMSE, all
scores in both groups were in the “unimpaired” range of this
global screening (see in addition our exclusion criteria). Of
note, at baseline NP (T1) ADP already showed a period of
on average nearly 2 months of abstinence (intermediate
duration of abstinence), with a similar period of having had
their last HD day (>2 months).

Neurocognitive Measures of Social Cognition

Repeated-measures MANOVA of social cognition mea-
sures revealed a significant main effect of group, indicating
an overall deficit of ADP when compared with HC (see
Table 2). Results showed a significant main effect of time
(p < 0.001), but the main effect of time 9 group interaction
was not significant, indicating that changes in performance
from T1 to T2 are not different between ADP and HC.

Analyses of the individual social cognition tasks revealed a
significant main effect of group in all social cognition mea-
sures, indicating poorer emotion recognition, perspective
taking, and affective responsiveness performance of ADP
when compared with HC (see Table 2). The main effect of
time was significant for all measures (all ps < 0.008), but
there was no significant interaction of time 9 group (see
Table 2), indicating no differential effect between ADP and
HC. Direct comparisons (see Fig. 3) indicated that ADP
showed poorer ability to recognize emotions in faces than
HC at the beginning of treatment at T1 (p = 0.014,
g2 = 0.08) and at the end at T2 (p = 0.018, g2 = 0.07). They
also showed poorer perspective-taking ability at both NP
assessments (T1: p = 0.007; g2 = 0.09; T2: p = 0.015;
g2 = 0.08) and performed worse with regard to affective
responsiveness at both NP assessments (T1: p = 0.010,
g2 = 0.08; T2: p = 0.014, g2 = 0.08).

Complementary Analyses

With regard to potential gender differences, repeated-mea-
sures MANOVA with gender as an additional between-sub-
jects factor showed no significant main effect of gender
(p > 0.7) nor significant interactions of time 9 gender
(p > 0.5) or time 9 group 9 gender (p > 0.1).

Timeline of the study procedures

Time 

Abstinence-oriented Alcohol Dependence
Long-term Inpatient Treatment (~8 weeks)

skeew 2 tsaLskeew 2 tsriF
2T1T

Baseline assessment (T1)
at the beginning of treatment

(within the first 14 days after treatment entry) 

Last alcohol use / 
detoxification

Follow-up assessment (T2)
at the end of treatment
(within the last 14 days) 

Fig. 2. Study procedures.
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Additional analyses in ADP revealed no significant corre-
lation between the change in social cognition and improve-
ments in depressive symptoms (BDI II), and psychological
well-being (SCL-90-R; all ps > 0.1). In line, group compar-
isons (ADP vs. HC) excluding ADP with comorbidity
(N = 9, SCID) did not alter our findings. Further, there was
no significant correlation between the change in social cogni-
tion and alcohol-related characteristics (all ps > 0.2), and
age (p > 0.06).
With regard to potential impact of previous detoxification

on recovery, repeated-measures MANOVA of social cogni-
tion measures with Hi-Detox (n = 21) versus Lo-Detox
(n = 21) as between-subjects factor showed neither a signifi-
cant main effect of Detox-group (p > 0.1) nor a significant
interaction of time 9 Detox-group (p > 0.6). With regard to
FH, repeated-measures MANOVA of social cognition mea-
sures with FH+ (n = 24) versus FH� (n = 14) as between-
subjects factor showed no main effect of FH group (p > 0.2)
nor a significant time 9 FH group interaction (p > 0.3),
indicating no significant difference in recovery between

patients with and without a positive family history of alco-
hol.

DISCUSSION

This prospective study investigated whether social cogni-
tion deficits show “natural” recovery following controlled
abstinence in AD. Our findings in AD inpatients indicate
persistent deficits in social cognition from the intermediate-
term (after detoxification) to the long-term abstinence period
(>2 months; in our sample up to 6 months), the usually
active treatment period.
Specifically, our results show that on average nearly 2-

month abstinent ADP at baseline assessment exhibited
poorer facial emotion recognition, perspective taking, and
affective responsiveness abilities compared with HC. At fol-
low-up assessment (at the end of abstinence-controlled alco-
hol dependence inpatient treatment), abstinent ADP still
performed significantly worse in all assessed social cognition
components by comparison with HC. The present study

Table 2. Social Cognition Performance

Variables

Alcohol-dependent
patients Healthy controls Analysisa

T1 T2 T1 T2 Group Time 9 group

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
F-

value df p
Partial
g2

F-
value df p

Partial
g2

Social cognition (%)b 4.461 3,
73

0.006 0.16 0.242 3,
73

0.876 0.01

Emotion recognitionb 73.9 9.2 77.8 8.9 79.4 10.3 82.7 8.7 7.428 1,
75

0.008 0.09 0.150 1,
75

0.699 0.00

Perspective takingb 81.4 10.1 84.9 8.4 87.0 8.9 89.4 6.4 9.015 1,
75

0.004 0.11 0.547 1,
75

0.462 0.01

Affective
responsivenessb

90.5 5.7 92.5 6.9 93.7 6.0 96.1 3.2 9.522 1,
75

0.003 0.11 0.001 1,
75

0.972 0.00

aMANOVA (printed in italics) or ANOVA.
bSignificant effect of time (all ps < 0.007).
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Fig. 3. Social cognition performance. Mean accuracy (percent correct) with error bars (standard error) at baseline (T1) and follow-up assessment (T2)
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findings, thus, evidence deficits in facial emotion recognition,
perspective taking (affective TOM), and affective responsive-
ness in ADP, and indicate that these social cognition deficits
do not recover naturally with controlled abstinence during
inpatient treatment.

While there is a clear necessity for longitudinal studies into
the characterization of recovery with abstinence in cognitive
deficits in AUD in general (Crowe et al., 2020; Schulte et al.,
2014), the lack of research in social cognition is even larger
(Bora and Zorlu, 2017; Le Berre, 2019; Le Berre et al., 2017;
Maurage et al., 2019). Filling this gap and to the best of our
knowledge, the present study is the first in AUD prospec-
tively investigating the potential of recovery of several com-
ponents of social cognition, and the largest of only 2 other
longitudinal studies, we are aware of (Erol et al., 2017; Foisy
et al., 2007). Contrary to our finding, Erol and colleagues
(2017) reported an improvement in facial emotion recogni-
tion with 3 months of abstinence approaching performance
levels of healthy comparisons. Methodological differences
related for instance to the used tasks (only a small number of
black-and-white photographs in the emotion recognition
task) and unknown characteristics of the comparison group
by the study of Erol and colleagues (2017) may at least in
part account for these inconsistencies. The present findings
of persistent deficits in social cognition, including facial emo-
tion recognition, corroborate and extend prior meta-analytic
findings (Bora and Zorlu, 2017), cross-sectional (Kornreich
et al., 2001), and longitudinal research (Foisy et al., 2007)
demonstrating persistent facial emotion recognition impair-
ments in AUD.

Our results show performance gains in ADP from baseline
to follow-up assessment. Gains were also observed in HC,
and groups (ADP and HC) did not differ in changes in per-
formance, indicating practice effects following prior assess-
ment rather than improved cognitive functioning or
recovery, respectively (ADP started lower and ended lower
than HC). Insofar, these results corroborate previous sugges-
tions pointing to the necessity of longitudinal study designs
with repeated measurements also for the control group in
research aiming to characterize cognitive trajectories, such as
the potential of recovery of cognitive function in AUD and
other drug use disorders (Le Berre et al., 2017; Schulte et al.,
2014).

Complementary analyses, aimed to provide additional
information in the characterization of abstinence-based
recovery, revealed no significant correlation between changes
in psychopathological symptoms and social cognition mea-
sures, suggesting that expected improvements in depressive
symptoms (BDI II) and psychological well-being (SCL-90-
R) in the context of controlled abstinence during inpatient
treatment in ADP are not necessarily accompanied by recov-
ery in social cognition. In addition, performing the analysis
without the small number of ADP with comorbidity (n = 9,
except smoking) revealed the same pattern of findings, fur-
ther underscoring the relative independence of persistent
social cognition deficits in ADP (Bora and Zorlu, 2017;

Foisy et al., 2007). Due to the low number of nonsmoking
ADP, we abstained from further analysis, but we controlled
for smoking in our HC (Durazzo andMeyerhoff, 2020).

Further complementary analyses revealed no differential
effect of gender, family history, number of prior detoxifica-
tions, and no significant association with alcohol-related
characteristics. These findings suggest that at least during
our observation period trajectories of social cognition recov-
ery might not relate to these risk factors in ADP achieving
controlled abstinence from the intermediate- to long-term
phase (from 2 months up to 6 months of abstinence, and
even a slightly longer period regarding last HD day). How-
ever, we cannot exclude that vulnerabilities in terms of recov-
ery-related risk factors (e.g., alcohol-related history
including prior detoxification, family history) may impact
social cognition on other stages in the recovery process with
abstinence in AUD (e.g., earlier [detoxification] or later
stages [long-term abstinence >6 months]). Moreover, detoxi-
fication programs differ between institutions and countries
(Loeber et al., 2010), which are usually about 3 weeks of
extended inpatient treatment programs comprising much
more than medically supervised detoxification. Therefore,
“number of prior detoxification,” respectively, low/high
prior detoxification categories, may differ between countries.

The present findings may raise the question, whether
impaired social cognition rather than being an alcohol-in-
duced consequence is a pre-existing risk factor, involved in
the development of AUD (Khemiri et al., 2020; Le Berre,
2019; Maurage et al., 2019). Persistent deficits may be geneti-
cally influenced risk factors possibly rendering individuals
vulnerable for heavy excessive drinking at early age. Our
complementary analyses, however, showed no association
related to early alcohol use (e.g., poorer recovery in ADP
with early age regular HD as a proxy of a potential vulnera-
bility risk factor for development) or to FH (e.g., poorer
recovery in ADP with a positive FH, as an indication of a
genetically influenced potential endophenotype). Whether
cognitive deficits are caused by alcohol intake (and may be
more likely amenable to abstinence-related recovery) repre-
sents a vulnerability risk factor, which is present before the
onset of the disorder (and possibly less amenable to absti-
nence-related recovery), or an interaction of both is still a
question under debate in AUD (Le Berre et al., 2017). In this
context, promising findings of a recent re-analysis by Meyer-
hoff and Durrazo (2020) are of note, indicating that even
relapsers with low-risk drinking levels may show brain
(structure/function) recovery comparable with complete
abstinence, a nearly unachievable goal for many individuals
with AUD. Unfortunately, social cognition measures were
not included in this research, and we do not assume that low-
risk drinking level would have led to a recovery not observed
in our strictly abstinent APD. Despite all the advantages
related to our strict study design in a controlled (inpatient)
treatment setting, and including the control for abstinence
and other recovery-related factors (e.g., environmental/life-
style, dietary factors), our design at the same time bears some
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limitations, including the particular window of the recovery
process observation (postdetoxification alcohol dependence
treatment). Hence, the issue of potential impact of alcohol
consumption, vulnerability, and risk factors (and their inter-
action) on social cognition deficits and their recovery should
be pursued and clearly needs further longitudinal prospective
investigation.
Given the present findings, we have to overrule a previous

assumption of our group. Using the same social cognition
measures, we previously found that only emotion recognition
ability showed predictive utility of poorer treatment outcome
(e.g., relapse/treatment drop out) and differentiated between
ADP treatment outcome-related groups (Rupp et al., 2017).
We previously assumed that the failure of the other tasks to
show a clinical impact possibly might relate to a low sensitiv-
ity of these tasks appearing rather easy, which may have led
to a ceiling effect in performance. In light of the present find-
ings, indicating that all 3 tasks are sensitive enough to differ-
entiate between abstinent ADP and HC, it seems unlikely
that a ceiling effect in performance might have led to this pat-
tern of prior findings, instead rather underlines the particular
importance of emotion recognition ability as a clinically rele-
vant neurocognitive risk factor in ADP with regard to treat-
ment outcome (Rupp et al., 2017).
Our present study evidence deficits in ADP in 3 social cog-

nition abilities, respectively, 3 neurocognitive measures previ-
ously introduced to tap the core components of empathy
separately (Derntl et al., 2010, 2012; Rupp et al., 2017). Due
to current diversity in conceptual and operational defini-
tions, and indeed, research may profit by simply using lower-
level constructs, and describe more precisely what is actually
being measured (Hall and Schwartz, 2018), we now bypass
this term. Accordingly, our study in ADP found deficits with
regard to the ability to identify emotions in faces (emotion
recognition), the ability to infer an emotional state of
another person by taking the social context and people’s
behavior into account (perspective taking), and poorer abil-
ity to put themselves in a certain extrinsic emotional condi-
tion (affective responsiveness).
In this respect, and from a clinical perspective the present

findings confirm, extend and supplement the current knowl-
edge about social cognition in AUD in important ways,
including that these deficits do not recover with controlled
abstinence during inpatient alcohol dependence treatment,
which does not specifically focus on these deficits. Affective
responsiveness is directed on the self, targeting generation
and experience of basic emotions. Deficits possibly may indi-
cate poorer emotional experience (self-awareness, self-reflec-
tion) or poorer ability to simulate emotions vicariously. In
contrary, the perspective-taking task (and the emotion recog-
nition task) takes focus on social interaction with a partner.
The observed deficits in perspective taking may indicate that
ADP do not benefit from contextual information when inter-
preting the emotional meaning of a social situation (com-
pared with inferring emotions from facial displays only in
the emotion recognition task). The clinical impact of

impaired perspective taking (affective TOM) and affective
responsiveness in AUD, however, to date still awaits scientif-
ically proven affirmation.
All evidence together, we would like to summarize briefly

some clinical implications of current knowledge and future
prospects (Campbell et al., 2018; Le Berre, 2019; Le Berre
et al., 2017; Maillard et al., 2020; Maurage et al., 2019; Rol-
land et al., 2019) as follows: Effective alcohol dependence
treatment may profit from including social cognition assess-
ment at the beginning of treatment, in order to be able to
incorporate individual deficits. The assessment of facial emo-
tion recognition early at the beginning of treatment and by
using objective measures (Rupp et al., 2017) might be of par-
ticular relevance, in order to identify high-risk patients for
poorer treatment prognosis (relapse/dropout), and to con-
sider these deficits early in the treatment process (e.g., to
solve or even prevent any possible miscommunication). In
addition, deficits may need alternative, new interventions
that aim to improve these deficits, for instance, neurocogni-
tive rehabilitation therapy.We are not aware of any interven-
tion study specifically aiming to improve social cognition in
AUD yet. From current knowledge, interventions aimed to
improve social cognition in AUD may focus on emotion
recognition ability, given its clinical relevance with regard to
priority treatment outcome. Future research to develop
interventions focusing on the improvement of social cogni-
tion deficits in AUD may benefit from promising prior
research in other disorders (e.g., Grant et al., 2017), and by
using a personalized training approach, similar as previously
demonstrated by our group as an add-on intervention to
treatment as usual in other neurocognitive domains (atten-
tion, executive function, memory) and with generalizing psy-
chological (well-being) and alcohol-related (craving) effects
(Rupp et al., 2012).
Despite the relevant findings, some limitations of this

study must be noted. Although to the best of our knowledge
even the largest of the few longitudinal studies on social cog-
nition in AUD (Erol et al., 2017; Foisy et al., 2007), our sam-
ple size is still small. Further, our study focused on the
potential of abstinence-based recovery. This study was not
aimed to investigate etiology or causal relation, and we
abstained from analyses on factors possibly impacting on
general heterogeneity of social cognition deficits in AUD.
This is also due to the fact that according to our study goal,
importantly, we have included a rather selected patient sam-
ple, namely treatment-seeking ADP achieving controlled
long-term abstinence in alcohol dependence inpatient treat-
ment. Our findings, thus, might not generalize, for instance,
to non–treatment-seeking populations, and the general clini-
cal population in AUD treatment, including patients drop-
ping out or relapsing during/before alcohol dependence
treatment (e.g., earlier during/after detoxification treatment).
Our present findings, however, may derive from a clinical
AUD population with even less poor social cognition abili-
ties. Social cognition deficits may lead to relapse-related
social dysfunction (Hoffman et al., 2019; Kornreich et al.,
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2002; Maurage et al., 2011, 2019), may hamper individuals
to seek treatment related to impaired perception and under-
standing of the repercussion of alcohol on an individuals’
social sphere (Le Berre, 2019), and have been associated with
relapse and treatment dropout (Foisy et al., 2007; Rupp
et al., 2017). Although the interpretation of results cannot be
extrapolated to other abstinence periods (earlier/later) and to
other AUD populations than those investigated in this study,
it is possible that with our strict study design according to
our primary study goal, we might have missed a clinical pop-
ulation with AUDwith even poorer social cognition abilities,
at least with regard to emotion recognition ability.

To conclude, there is a lack of research on neurocognitive
recovery in AUD in general and on social cognition in partic-
ular. As an effort to fill this gap, the present study found per-
sistent social cognition deficits in ADP, which do not recover
with controlled abstinence during inpatient alcohol depen-
dence treatment. Future research to develop interventions
focusing on the improvement of social cognition deficits
(e.g., neurocognitive social cognition rehabilitation) and to
determine the possible benefit of enhancement in clinical
short- and long-term outcomes seems warranted.
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